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The official site of the author. Page about The Lion, Unicorn and Me by Jeanette Winterson. In this beautifully evocative retelling of the story of the very first Christmas, the humble donkey is chosen out of all the other animals, including the kingly lion and the proud unicorn. As his journey unfolds, he is touched by the magic and mystery of the Nativity. The award-winning, world-renowned novelist Jeanette Winterson has created a masterful and deftly crafted story that sparkles with originality, humour and warmth. Perfectly completed by Rosalind MacCurrach’s stunning illustrations with twinkling gold detail, this gorgeous Christmas book will be cherished by families for years to come. Winterson, Jeanette - SS - The Lion, the Unicorn and Me.html. The Lion, The Unicorn and Me. A special Christmas story. By Jeanette Winterson. [image: Illustration by Joanna nelson]. Being a donkey, I poked my head into one of them to see if there was anything to eat. At once, a stubbly face popped out of the pot, and warned us that the Inn was so full that he and his brother had had to uproot the olive trees from either side of the porch. I trotted round to the front of the Inn, and there were the scowling melon-heads sitting on their pots by the porch, drinking thick coffee from tin cups. “Look at that donkey’s nose,” said one. “What’s he been eating?” said the other. I squinted down the velvety barrel of my nose but I couldn’t see anything strange. Obviously Christmas is a time for giving, so I wanted to remind everyone that personalised short stories and poems are available as pledge packages. **Want one for your gran / partner / dog? Say the word and I’ll get it!** The Lion and The Unicorn borrows more from the dystopian world than the sci-fi, but another Unbound book, Red Soil by Jamie Chipperfield, caught my attention nevertheless. In Jamie’s book, humans have colonised Mars not out of innovation or for the advancement of science, but necessity. Now, Leon Richardson, Mars’ Chief Custodian, has to contend with not only having left: item 1 The Lion, The Unicorn and Me: The Donkeys Christmas Story by Jeanette Winterson 1 - The Lion, The Unicorn and Me: The Donkeys Christmas Story by Jeanette Winterson. £35.00. + £4.50 postage. item 2 The Lion, The Unicorn and Me by Jeanette Winterson. 2 - The Lion, The Unicorn and Me by Jeanette Winterson. £268.00. Free postage. About this product. Product Information. Chosen amongst all the other animals the humble donkey sets off for Bethlehem on a journey of discovery and wonder. There, he is touched by the magic and mystery of the Nativity. The stunning illustrations by Rosalind MacCurrach are the perfect accompaniment to Jeanette Winterson’s masterful prose, together creating a new Christmas classic. Product Identifiers. Publisher.